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Producing high-quality food, bio-energy, fiber, bio-materials and bio-medi-

cinal products while protecting the environment are the very difficult and noble 

tasks of today’s agriculture.  Today’s farming demands a considerable amount of 

know-how, hard work, a passion for the land and excellent operating and mana-

gement skills.  

As the world’s leading supplier of specialized agricultural machinery, KUHN’s ob-

jective is to contribute to your success by offering high performance, innovative 

and reliable tillage, planting and seeding, fertilizing, spraying, landscape mainte-

nance, hay and forage harvesting and livestock bedding and feeding machines. 
 

Innovation and quality are the foundations of our commitment to supporting 

farmers worldwide. KUHN Group invests over 4% of its annual revenues into 

Research and Development. From this results a large number of key innovations 

featured across the many KUHN product lines.  For example, more than 50% 

of the machines exhibited at the AGRITECHNICA 2017 are new compared to 

the previous edition and two Silver Innovation Awards have been awarded to 

KUHN: One for Section Control on plows which constitutes a major step forward 

in plowing technology and one for the Agrirouter, a universal data exchange plat-

form for farmers and contractors jointly developed with a number of other leading 

agricultural machinery manufacturers.     

Beside innovation, customer care and service are critical to the success of 

machinery owners and operators. With 5,000 employees throughout the world 

committed to support you, our customers, we are sure that opting for a KUHN 

machine will be the best investment for your future.
 

We thank you for your interest in the KUHN range of equipment and services.

Thierry KRIER, 

President and CEO of KUHN Group

 

Editorial
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W e l c o m e  t o  K U H N !

The information in this document is provided for information purposes only and is therefore not binding for its author. Our material is produced in accordance with the European Machinery Directive in the member states of the European Union. In 
countries outside the E.U., our machinery complies with the safety regulation set by the country concerned. Some safety devices may have been removed from this document in order to clarify the illustration. Under no circumstances should the 
machine be operated without the necessary safety devices in place (as specified by the assembly instructions and operators manual). Respect the tractor gross vehicle weight rating, its lift capacity and maximum load per axle. The tractor front axle 
load must always reach minimum 20 % of the tractor net weight. We reserve the right to change any designs, specifications or materials listed without further notice. Machines and equipment in this document can be covered by at least one patent 
and/or registered design. Trademarks cited in this document may be registered in one or several countries.
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Flexible terminal layout: The terminal can be positioned both horizontally 

and vertically, depending on the place available in the cab.  

MaxiView: The size of the standard display can be increased to the entire 

terminal height due to the MaxiView feature.

Simple and fast navigation: Different intuitive presses, swipes, drag-and-

drop as well as pinch-and-stretch finger moves enable the user to navigate easily 

and fast between different menus, screens and applications.

The CCI 1200 also have different applications for Precision Farming (Section 

Control, Rate control, Tramline Control) and for documentation. 
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DKE AGRIROUTER

The new tool allows farmers and contractors to exchange data between machinery and agricultural software applications from a wide 

range of manufacturers. The company DKE-Data GmbH & Co. KG has created a revolutionary data exchange platform. 

With a simple internet connection, the latter simplifies data exchange and operational procedures, thus reducing administrative 

expenses and improving economic efficiency. Owing to a fully secured system, the agrirouter transports data, 

but does not store it permanently. Start of operation will be in 2018.

CCI 1200: Like a tablet computer. The brand-new CCI 1200 universal 

terminal sets new standards in terms of performance, visibility and flexible use. 

With these points in mind the development has resulted in a large 30.5cm / 

12,1`` touchscreen terminal in tablet design that facilitates simultaneous display 

of various information essential for the driver. The anti-glare screen provides for 

excellent visibility even in sunny conditions.

Two Universal Terminals (UT) in one: Simultaneous display of two         

ISOBUS machines at the same time.

Simultaneous camera display: Through a video input, the camera live 

view can be displayed simultaneously.



Superior ploughing technology, profitable soi l  work

NEW VARI-MASTER L ON-LAND MOUNTED PLOUGH: THE MASTER RANGE IS EXPANDING

Armed with its know-how and its expertise in the conception and manufacture of ploughs, KUHN is adding a new model to its range 

with the 4 to 6-bodied VARI-MASTER L, in order to adapt to the new range of compact 200 to 300 hp tractors. 

The MASTER L fills the gap between the MASTER 153 and the 183. This out-of-furrow version allows all the available tractors equipped 

with broad tyres or tracks to be used, whilst protecting the soil from compaction. 

  SMART PLOUGHING SYSTEM

WITHOUT
Smart ploughing

system

WITH
Smart ploughing

system

The VARI-MASTER L on land design is aimed at optimising operating 

costs. Its special kinematics cancel out any drift associated with a change in 

offset or working width. The plough always remains perfectly aligned with the 

direction of travel and thus offers the user considerable savings in wear and fuel 

consumption.

KUHN proposes a patented furrow closing angle-of-attack adjustment 

system, providing improved residue flow and burial in a single movement and            

without the need for any tools.

Maintenance-free, the VARI system maximizes the work rate, and its linkage 

mechanism, integrated into the housing, provides unrivalled shock protection. 

Moreover, the VARI-MASTER L on-land's welded structure and forged wear parts 

give it an exceptionally long service life. 

Also, the new arched plough beam causes less wheel overrun, in order to 

work as close as possible to the edges of the field and provide a perfect finish 

to plots.

Ploughing is one of the oldest and most common soil working practice over 

the world. Ploughs have evolved during the last decades to reach top-level deve-

lopment. Willing to provide users with machines that improve comfort and wor-

king quality, KUHN innovates by integrating the Section Control on a plough. After 

an in-depth analysis carried out by our research and marketing departments, 

KUHN has developed the “Smart Ploughing” system. Each body is automatically 

and individually lifted thanks to a system which is fully integrated into the beam. 

For greater comfort and precision, lifting is triggered by GPS data. Geolocating 

the plough allows us to automate the furrow start and end points, obtaining uni-

form and reproducible results whatever the working conditions and whatever the 

shape of the field.

The Section Control on ploughs for which a patent has been filed by KUHN, 

is a major step forward in ploughing technology and recipient of the Silver Medal 

for innovation at AGRITECHNICA 2017.
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ESPRO 4000 RC

The ESPRO 4000 RC shows its versatility with 1600 L of its 4000 L hopper 

being reserved for fertiliser. It is capable of placing fertiliser close to future 

radicles with its 4 m width. It can seed two varieties or different crops at the 

same time, or simply use the whole hopper for one type of seed.

The seed drill is equipped with a CROSSFLEX coulter bar for precision at 

high speeds and strength. A unique packer wheel concept saves up to 16 % in 

traction power. Double offset discs provide good soil penetration and improve 

residue cutting. Press wheels ensure constant depth and effective tamping.

ESPRO 8000 R

This seed drill has a working width of 8.00 m that folds down to 3 m and it 

requires only 260 to 400 hp ! Its impressive 5500 L hopper boasts autonomy.

It comes with a CROSSFLEX coulter bar as well and has the same technical 

features as the ESPRO 4000 RC (doubles offset discs and press wheels). Why 

change a winning team?

Both seed drills are ISOBUS ready, controlled by the tractor’s terminal or the 

CCI 50 or CCI 1200 control boxes. U-turns are automated in order to optimise 

headland turns and make the farmer’s life easier.
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Minimum ti l lage - Best grade in DLG-Test

TWO NEW ESPRO IN THE RANGE

New min-till seed drills are capable of seeding ploughed land or min-tilled land with residues. How do you choose the right machine? 

It should be fuel efficient, capable of producing high quality seeding at high speeds and especially: be versatile.



Benefits

1. HIGH PENETRATION CAPABILITY: Thanks to its independent elastomer safety 

device and wide flange, soil slippage is avoided and the machine is made 

workable in all soil conditions. 

2. HIGH CLEARANCE: A key feature of the OPTIMER+ and XL’s is having one 

disc on each arm and a greater clearance under the frame to reduce blockages. 

3. EASY TO USE: Hydraulic adjustments can be made from the cab. 

Available in 3, 3.5 and 4 m mounted and 4 and 5 m trailed versions, the new 

OPTIMER XL range adapts perfectly to tractors from 100 to 300hp. 

Its wide range of rollers, including the new U double roller, allows adaptation 

to all types of terrain.

Minimum ti l lage - Best grade in DLG-Test

OPTIMER XL 300 – 350 – 400 /  4000 – 5000: 
NEW RANGE OF 620 MM INDEPENDENT DISC STUBBLE CULTIVATORS

KUHN has developed its stubble cultivator range from the 3 to 7.5 m wide OPTIMER+ range (510 mm diameter discs), 

to introduce the OPTIMER XL 100 and 1000 series. After several visits to farmers from France and other European countries, 

we have highlighted the need to work the soil deeper and to incorporate huge quantities of crop residues. 

With larger diameter discs (620 mm), the OPTIMER XL range provides a 5 to 15 cm deeper working capacity for optimum penetration.
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HR / CD / SITERA

With the HELICA fluted distribution system, all seed types can be sown. For 

perfect planting? The parallelogram-mounted SEEDFLEX unit is equipped with 

depth control and press wheel as standard. 

It’s all about operating simplicity! The VT30 colour screen terminal takes care of 

monitoring and calibration.

The SITERA 3030 seed drill fits perfectly to HR 1020/1030/1040s and CD 

1020s for less overhang. It is particularly adapted to medium-sized tractors. 

The high position of the hopper and special shape of the frame give the 

driver good visibility of the seeding units in operation.

HR / CD / VENTA

KUHN presents an all new generation of seeding combinations (new VENTA 

pneumatic seed drills, new HR power harrows, new CD disc tools). Simple 

settings from the tractor cab ensure excellent seeding quality in any working 

conditions (different soils in the same plot, plot changes,…).

The VENTA volumetric fluted metering unit is capable of drilling all seed 

types.

These new VENTA seed drills are available with large colour screen 

QUANTRON S2 terminal, or with ISOBUS, with or without terminal. They are AEF 

certified for the UT, TC Bas and TC SC functions.

Seeding-Precise, rel iable,  DLG-recognized

SEEDING COMBINATIONS WITH EASY ADJUSTMENTS

Seeding combinations are used for many crop-types in different conditions.  Soil types, different production systems and weather

 conditions are some of the factors to be taken into account. Changing the settings of seeding combinations is now easier and quicker. 
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Seeding assistant application: 

An application for optimum 

precision-seed-drill 

adjustment with any type of seed. 

In addition, density can be converted 

simply into seeds/m² and kg/ha.



MERGE MAXX 950
+2 to 3 km/h on harvesting operations



MERGE MAXX 950



MAXIMA 3 Ti E 8-row and TiM E 8/9-row : 

New frame – New components

The MAXIMA takes on a whole new look with the arrival of the MAXIMA 3 and new 

telescopic frame in an 8 or 8/9-row version. These new frames are the answer for 

users looking for versatility in a single machine for sowing at different spacings. 

The electric MAXIMA 3 is exceptionally easy to adjust and guarantees very high 

sowing accuracy at up to 10kph. A single, hydraulically-adjustable machine, is a 

simple way to sow maize, sunflowers, peas, beans, rape or soya. The crop to be 

sown can be changed in a record time of under half an hour with the guarantee 

of never driving over the seed rows, irrespective of the chosen spacing because 

the seed drill’s wheels are automatically aligned with the sowing components. In 

addition, the VARIMAX technology guarantees a high level of machine durability 

thanks to the large overlap of the frame beams. 

A new electric sowing component

The MAXIMA 3 Ti E and TiM E are electrically-driven machines that allow the 

sowing rate to be adjusted from the cab. In addition to increasing the ease of 

use, the electric drive also gives increased sowing precision by avoiding slippage 

of the drill’s drive wheels due to variable ground conditions. Working with GPS 

is also simplified and operates by stopping the motors on each row, in a highly 

reactive manner and with no seed loss. For the user, this means a significant 

saving in seeding costs. 

TF 1512: ISOBUS FRONT HOPPER

The VENTA fluted volumetric metering unit is capable of distributing all seed types 

as well as fertiliser. It has an electrical drive system which makes it possible to 

modulate application rate during operations, either manually or with a prescrip-

tion map. It is available in QUANTRON S2 and ISOBUS versions to adapt to any 

configuration. The TF 1512 can be coupled to a front packer with wheels to press 

the soil down in between the tractor wheels, or to a support frame when no tam-

ping is necessary. In both cases it is possible to add weights to improve balance 

between the tractor and the tool.

MAXIMA 3 TRR 8-row: The compact, stable, towed maise 

sowing drill

KUHN is expanding its range of single-seed sowing drills with a new 8-row maize 

spacing folding trailed frame. This high-precision drill is designed for sowing 

crops using 70 and 75cm spacing. This trailed version offers the ability to sow 

8 rows using a medium-powered tractor of around 100 hp, as well as carrying 

1500L of fertiliser.  Its trailed function, equipped with the patented «KUHN Stabi-

drive» solution, ensures exceptional stability during road transport and headland 

turns. Moreover, the «KUHN Stabidrive» helps to keep the seed drill aligned when 

sowing on undulating and hilly terrain. This frame is perfect for farmers and 

contractors who are used to loading the seed drill at the farm. In fact, in addition 

to its 3m width during transport, the MAXIMA 3 TRR 8-row has road certification 

allowing it to travel fully-loaded. The easy access to the hoppers via the broad 

access platform makes it easy to fill the fertiliser and microgranule hoppers. Four 

load-bearing wheels are fitted as standard to prevent soil compaction and provide 

improved terrain following during sowing. The two central wheels also provide the 

mechanical drive to the sowing drill and fertilisation components.

With its simple adjustment and sturdy construction, the new MAXIMA 3 drill 

is a well-balanced machine that provides a high work rate with sowing speeds 

of 10kph. As an option, the MAXIMA 3 drill can be fitted with a leading furrow 

closing system the «KUHN V-MAX» unit. Its advanced pivoting point, increased 

pressing capacity and simplified angle setting ensure excellent seed-soil contact.
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Seeding-Precise, rel iable, 
DLG-recognized

TF 1512 - MAXIMA TI  E 8-ROW AND TIM 8/9-ROW - MAXIMA 3 TRR 8-ROW

KUHN Preciseed 

Precise seeding with PreciSeed.

This application guides you through 

the adjustment of your 

PLANTER 3 and MAXIMA 2 

precision seed drills, from seeding 

density and depth to fertilizing and 

micro-granulator options 

according to the seed variety.



STRONGER 4000

With 4000 L  capacity, 36 or 40 m aluminium boom with EQUILIBRA suspension, 

1m80 ground clearance, hydraulic track adjustment from 2m80 to 3m50, 280 

horsepower… there is no doubt, the self-propelled sprayer, STRONGER 4000, is 

made for very high output as required by the largest farms.

The pure strength of the STRONGER 4000 sprayer is combined with inno-

vative technologies as standard; TRIMBLE TMX terminal that increases spraying 

precision (section shut-off by GPS), manages driving operations (automated gui-

dance by GPS) and provides access to the telemetry system.

In addition to its aggressive design, the STRONGER 4000 sprayer provides 

more driving comfort with its latest generation cab and improved lighting. Its elec-

tronically-controlled hydrostatic transmission optimises engine speed according 

to necessary power. This makes the STRONGER 4000 highly efficient in terms of 

fuel consumption. 

• A CONCENTRATION OF PRECISION

In addition to the technology that this new boom provides, OCEANIS 2 remains a 

reference in terms of precision with many technological features that optimise the 

application of phytosanitary products:

- CCE nozzle-by-nozzle shut-off: total overlap optimisation with automatic shut-

off of each nozzle by GPS,

- MULTISPRAY system: automatic nozzle selection according to ground speed 

and/or prescribed application rate,

- RINS-ASSIST automated rinsing: automated rinsing operations with circuit dis-

played in real-time on the ISOBUS terminal.

OCEANIS 2

• NEW LEA3 ALUMINIUM BOOM: EXTREME STABILITY!

The innovative LEA3 aluminium boom makes it possible to position nozzles every 

25 or 50 cm. 25 cm spacing means that the boom is closer to the plants and 

spray is less subject to drifting. KUHN has also developed a new electronic boom 

management system called BOOM ASSIST EXTREM which ensures excellent 

boom stability at 50 cm from the target and limits drift.
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CROP PROTECTION
 Innovation for precision and strength

ULTIMATE PRECISION AND PURE STRENGTH

More than ever, your sprayer has to protect your crops with just the right application rate, and only where it is needed. 

We take this very seriously when developing our products, and we make sure our tools are easy to use because we know that only 

simple machines are used to their full potential in terms of precision. 

KUHN Nozzle Configurator

The right nozzle. 

The right spraying result.

KUHN´s nozzle configuration 

assists you in selecting the correct 

sprayer nozzle for your spraying 

requirements (working speed, 

flow rate, etc…).



MERGE MAXX 950: +2 to 3 km/h on harvesting operations

This machine was specially developed for contractors, very big farm producers 

and alfalfa drying industrials. It adapts perfectly to all plot and forage types.

Windrows are regular and homogeneous which prevents jolting when the 

harvesting machine picks the crop up and can increase working speeds by 3 

km/h.

 

How? The pick-up and WINDGUARD-with-roller transfer the forage to the 

conveyor belt smoothly. The resulting windrow is necessarily regular!

With legume harvesting, gentle pick-up means that leaves remain on their 

stems. Protein content and nutritional value in the forage is thereby preserved.
GF 1012 series: Plot points deserve your attention too !

Plot points are no longer a problem for mounted or trailed models with the HLC 

system (Headland Lift Control). You can raise all rotors at least 50 cm from the 

ground in less than 5 seconds, simply, with the tractor’s control unit.

This feature also reduces the risk of impurities contaminating your forage at 

headlands and ensures that forage is not tedded again and again. 

Benefit from compact dimensions for coupling to a small tractor in total 

safety. Machine width and height remain within conventionnal road transport size.

The patented system that connects the headstock to the frame ensures ex-

cellent road transfer, making the machine perfectly stable on bends and providing 

ideal road suspension.
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Innovation for clean forage

Fifty years ago KUHN developed the first disc mower. This pioneer spirit is part of the KUHN brand and we prove it every day:

- Discover a new way to rake with the belt merger MERGE MAXX 950. 

- Enter a new generation of tedders with GF 1012 series. 

KUHN ForageXpert: 

For a powerful forage 

harvesting chain.

This tool enables you to optimize the 

forage harvest according 

to your current or future equipment. 

Find the mower, mower-conditioner, 

tedder and rake that are best adapted 

to your needs.



VB 3100 series – Designed by KUHN, made by KUHN

The VB 3155 and 3185 are designed for use in dry material such as hay and 

straw. The premium all-round balers, VB 3160 and 3190 can be used in a wide 

range of materials, including silage. When the conditions are more extreme, 

KUHN offers the VB 3165 and 3195. The 3165 and 3195 also offer an additional 

10% density compared to the other VB models. They are also available as a baler 

wrapper combination; the VBP 3165 and 3195.  

Kuhn offers a wide range of intake units, depending on the machine mo-

del. When cutting is not required, customers can choose for an OPTIFLOW open 

throat unit or an OPTIFEED INTEGRAL ROTOR unit. Cutting units are available in 

both 14 and 23 knives, with a group selection and drop floor on selected models. 

All models feature the PROGRESSIVE DENSITY bale chamber, which in-

creases the baling pressure as the bale grows for a secured bale start and per-

fect shaped bales. The proven net-binding system with stretch technology is also 

featured on these models. All important baling parameters, such as density, bale 

diameter and net wraps can be conveniently set in the control terminal. 

The VB 3155 and 3185 feature the new KUHN VT30 3.5’’- colour touchscreen 

terminal, whereas the premium models are full ISOBUS compatible. A choice of 

the CCI50 or CCI1200 terminal.
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More bales per hour

The new VB 3100 series offers a wide range of balers that fits the needs of farmers and contractors worldwide.



These SPV models with single vertical auger are equipped with a 

rear steering axle to give the machine a short turning radius. A front 

steering axle is available as an option to reduce the turning radius even further.

Approved at 25 km/h, the range comprises different models to meet the 

varying needs of individual farmers:

• SPV ACCESS : 12, 14 and 15 m3 with a 90 hp milling head

• SPV POWER : 12, 14, 15 and 17 m3 with a 120 hp milling head

In line with all the brand’s machines, these new self-propelled mixers come 

with an electronically controlled milling head for loading. It automatically adapts 

loading speed to the amount of forage without damaging the structure of the 

fodder.

The mixing tank is positioned between the two machine axles and is sup-

ported by a frame. This type of assembly allows for a low overall height: 15 m3  for 

a machine of less than 3.00 m in height.

At AGRITECHNICA take the opportunity to get into the driver’s seat of the new 

SPV ACCESS-POWER. Take control of the « machine of the year 2017 »!
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Best mixing quality worldwide

SPV ACCESS - POWER MANOEUVRABILITY AND A COMPACT DESIGN 
ELECTED MACHINE OF THE YEAR 2017

The new range of SPV ACCESS and SPV POWER self-propelled mixers has been developed for individual farms. 

The machines are extremely compact in terms of height and highly manoeuvrable.

KUHN Click&Mix

Choose the Right TMR Mixer.

Mixing capacity and ration requirements, along with 

the dimensions of buildings and feeding areas are 

important points to consider when choosing a mixer 

that will be used in everyday feeding operations.  

This new application is available to help you discover 

which TMR mixers can meet the needs 

of your operation.



The range includes two models: a 6.10 m telescopic version with horizontal reach and a 7.40 m version.

The EP 4-function proportional control system as standard, STABI-LINK fast-coupling frame, outsized cooler and patented flail head drive system with no belts are some of the 
advantages acclaimed by users in terms of driving and operating comfort.
In 2017, PRO-LONGER GII e-TPA models will complete the range of telescopic machines. The machines will include parallelogram kinematics controlled by an electronic system 
that connects them to the electronic intelligence of the machine in order to make use of its robotic possibilities.
The robotic features maintain a constant cutting angle during operations, whatever the reach of the arm. Activating a single movement on the controls generates two arm mo-
vements: comfort and precision!
During pruning jobs on vertical or horizontal sections, parallelogram movements produce impressive work quality and output second to none.

INNOVATION IN LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE WITH ELECTRONIC 
PARALLELOGRAM

Since being launched in 2014, PRO-LONGER 
GII hedge and grass cutters with telescopic 
arm have been highly successful among 
roadside maintenance professionals.

GENUINE KUHN PARTS TO RIVAL TIME

With genuine KUHN spare parts farmers are ensured of being able to manage their work with total peace 
of mind. KUHN has of its own foundries and forge. Moreover, a high-level manufacturing process allows to 
produce durable spare parts.

Metallurgic analysis labs control all materials and supplies entering the KUHN facilities. In there, chemical analyses, physical tests and 
spectrometric analyses are carried out. Thus, cast irons samples are regularly taken from the furnaces for checking. 
KUHN mainly produces ductile cast iron, which has specifications and properties similar to those of cast steel. The various cast irons 
and steels used in KUHN equipment differ according to their resistance to traction. 
A part subject to high stress during work will rather be manufactured from forged steel. This is the case with gearwheels of power 
harrows, drive shafts, pins but also plough shares and points manufactured in the KUHN forge.
Manufacturing and quality management go hand in hand at KUHN, resulting in genuine spare parts, which stand up to farmers´ 
expectations.

KUHN SERVICES - CUSTOMISED SERVICES TO MEET YOUR EXPECTATIONS

The product is what counts the most. It is the product that has to meet your basic requirements. 
That’s why the KUHN Group has developed a range of comprehensive and customised services through our 
distribution network, which adapt our offer to your needs:

Our KUHN service objective ? To be at you side, bringing you peace of mind every day.

KUHN SHOP - DISCOVER WHAT’S NEW!

You have to visit our KUHN SHOP! Discover our new clothing articles, but also gifts, articles for children, 
small-scale models and many more.

Among the AGRITECHNICA exclusivities, you can find small-scale models of the GMD 3511 mower – “50 years of innovation disc 
mower” limited edition -, the GA 4731 single rotor rake and the versatile tine stubble cultivator CULTIMER L 300.

   , adapting your repayments to suit you.
       , our warranty extension puts you in control of your costs over a defined period.
       , breakdown service 362 days a year.
, a troubleshooting tool for our distribution network to ensure that your downtime is minimised.
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50 years of innovation in disc mowers

In 2017, KUHN is celebrating 50 years of innovation in disc mowers. This is 
an opportunity to take a look at the numerous innovations we have provided 
you with in these 50 years. This is also the occasion to ensure you of our 
commitment to continue working to this end!

-  1967: launching of the first mower with oval-shaped discs, the GMD 4
model. 

- Mid 70’s: arrival of the mounted mower conditioner combinations. 
-  In the 80’s: first trailed mower conditioner, the FC 300, featuring an excep-

tional manoeuvrability thanks to the GYRODINE headstock. 
-  1992: first trailed mower conditioner with lengthways transport, the

ALTERNA 500.

But KUHN innovation in the field of mowing also means allowing farmers 
to demand the best of their forage! This is the purpose of the exclusive hy-
dro-pneumatic ground pressure control system LIFT CONTROL, coupled 
to the NON STOP safety which is fitted on most KUHN mowers and mower 
conditioners. The OPTIDISC cutter bar, with its patented design, featuring a 
different spacing between the discs depending on whether they converge or 
diverge, also contributes effectively to preserving the forage.

Innovations increasing the service life of our machines were also a matter of 
great concern: the PROTECTADRIVE system for example, enables protecting 
the drive components in case of a strong impact with an obstacle, while redu-
cing considerably downtime. 

To meet future challenges in mowing as well as in other domains, the solu-
tion will come from technological developments, the use of electronics, wi-
dely present at KUHN, connectivity and Data Management. Consequently, the 
KUHN Group continues investing massively in Research and Development, to 
meet the ever growing requirements in terms of quality, performance, profi-
tability, precision and connectivity. To remain the most sold brand of disc 
mowers worldwide.

Find all our cutting-edge innovations on our website and the dedicated film 
by typing on Google: « 50 years of innovation in disc mowers - Kuhn.com» 

#THEDiscMower

 the Pioneer, the Innovator


